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ASTO COLLECTION

The alluring elegance of Astro comes alive with nature. With its single, loveseat, and 
three-seater options, and customizable fabric,  you can create the perfect piece 
that fits your style.
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BENT CHAIR

Bent chair brings the pure essence of nature to your gardens with its modest yet 
elegant design. It allows you to customize your piece freely with broad fabric 

alternatives.

TUBI ROUND TABLE

Tubi round table creates the perfect atmosphere for a gather up with your loved 
ones. Enhance your living space and customize it according to your tastes with its 
glass and ceramic options.
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LOTUS COLLECTION

Kapet table accompanies your pleasant summer days while offering comfort with 
its extendable feature. It’s time to bring your loved ones together at appetizing and 

elegant tables.

KAPET COFFEE TABLE

Made entirely in solid wood, Kapet coffee table brings the refinement of wood 
together with nature. Accompanying your conversations where you sip your coffee 
with pleasure. 
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KAPET TABLE

Kapet table accompanies your pleasant summer days while offering comfort with 
its extendable feature. It’s time to bring your loved ones together at appetizing and 

elegant tables.
LOTUS CHAIR

Unveil the essence of your style with Lotus Chair, while creating a natural elegance 
in your garden with its knitted wicker details. Lotus allows you to tailor each piece so 
that you can create any style you want with our broad fabrics collection.
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ASTO CHAIR

Highlighting nature in your garden with the refined style of solid wood, Asto Chair 
blends aesthetics with nature’s beauty.

TUBI TABLE

Bringing the aesthetics of nature to your living spaces, Tubi Table adds joy to your 
beautiful summer days with its solid wood material.
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BENT COLLECTION

Become the designer of your own garden and elevate your style with single, 
two-seater, and three-seater Bent sofas that blend simplicity with modern style. 
Eliminate the boundaries in your design with various options in fabrics, and 
customize your Bent freely.
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TUBI SIDE TABLE

Tubi side table presents ceramic and glass top options, to help you create harmony in 
your garden decorations.  With its round form, it offers a stylish and functional design.

SOLI COFFEE TABLE

With its ceramic and glass top options, Soli coffee table harmonizes nature and 
luxury in your living, bringing inspiration. 

TUBI COFFEE TABLE

Tubi coffee table surpasses the ordinary with its amorphous form and transcends 
aesthetics with its design. It enhances your style with its ceramic and glass top options.

KAPET SIDE TABLE

The saviour of your garden decorations, Kapet side table. Bring the energy of nature 
to your gardens, blended with the warm aesthetics of solid wood.
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